Introduction

The papers in these proceedings were presented at the ACL-2010 workshop on Cognitive Modeling and Computational Linguistics held in Uppsala on July 15th, 2010. The aim of the workshop was to provide a specialized venue for work in computational psycholinguistics. ACL Lifetime Achievement Award winner Martin Kay characterized this research area as striving to “build models of language that reflect in some interesting way on the ways in which people use language.” The workshop continues a tradition of similar meetings held at the Cognitive Science Society annual meeting in 1997 and at ACL meetings in 1999 and 2004.

As organizer, I was happy to receive 23 submissions of which 10 were accepted. I would like to express my sincere thanks to the Program Committee for their help. Thank you — I look forward to seeing you at future CMCL workshops.

John T. Hale
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Language change at multiple levels
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Stella Frank, Sharon Goldwater and Frank Keller
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A Multi-Agent Cognitive Simulation
David Reitter and Christian Lebiere
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Alex Fine, Ting Qian, T. Florian Jaeger and Robert Jacobs
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